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Abstract— Nowadays, the most important cloud service is 

data storage which causes drastic increase in duplicate data, 

so there is a necessity of efficient usage of storage space. 

This efficient usage of the storage can be achieved by the 

avoidance of the replicated data. We propose an idea to 

identify the duplicated data either at the file level or block 

level. This integrated feature is implemented using 

supervised learning algorithm to recognize the duplicated 

data in the cloud .In supervised algorithm, semi-supervised 

technique is used to find the similarity between the two files 

and identify the replicated data. The similarity is the 

filename and the content of the file. The authentication of 

the subscriber is provided by the secret key generation while 

downloading the necessary file.  This authentication is 

essential for the subscriber to download the files that are 

uploaded by another subscriber. In addition, the status of file 

should be activating. The downloaded file can be shared 

between two subscribers. Only the validated original file 

will be stored in the cloud. This increases the effectiveness 

of storage when compared to other techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is one of the emerging technology that 

uses the central data and remote servers to maintain data and 

application. The term Cloud computing generally means 

storing and accessing data and programs over the Internet. 

In other words it is a computing infrastructure and software 

for access to shared pool resources. This platform provides 

on demand services that are always on, anywhere, anytime 

and anyplace. An online network storage where data are 

stored and accessible to multiple clients. The services are 

available often bought on a "pay-as-you go" or subscription 

basis. Cloud storage is generally deployed in the following 

configurations: public cloud, private cloud, community 

cloud. Cloud computing decreases the hardware and 

software demand from the user’s side. It helps small 

businesses to convert their maintenance cost into profit. 

 
Fig. 1.1: Cloud Computing 

II. FILE LEVEL & BLOCK LEVEL DUPLICAITON 

File-level data deduplication compares a file to be backed up 

with copies that are already stored in the cloud. This is 

comparison is done by checking its name of the file against 

an index. The index is updated only if the file is unique, and 

it is stored. If not, the pointer to the existing file is given. 

The result is that only one instance of the file is saved and 

the duplicate copies are discarded from the cloud. Block-

level deduplication compares the content of the file with the 

file that is already stored with the same content. This 

requires more processing power than the file level 

duplication, since the identifiers need to be processed 

increases. If the block level duplication is identified, then 

the file with the same content is discarded. Only the unique 

file takes the content in the cloud storage. 

 
Fig. 2.1: File & Block Level Duplication 

III. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Registration of New Subscriber 

In this module subscriber is registered with their necessary 

details with their valid email Id. The registered subscriber 

can view the other subscriber details and the files that are 

uploaded in the cloud. If the  

 User registration 

 User login 

 User details 

B. File Upload 

Once the subscriber is logged in, the subscriber can browse 

and select the file for uploading in the cloud. For every file, 

a unique random file key is given for identifying the file in 

cloud and also the subscriber Id for each file upload is 

given. In our project we are uploading only the text file. 

Optionally, the domain of the respective file is chosen for 

the file. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing#Public_cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing#Private_cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing#Community_cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing#Community_cloud
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Fig. 3.1: File Upload 

C. Validate the File 

Once the file is uploaded, the publisher who is also known 

as cloud provider, will the file for duplication. There are two 

possible occurrence of duplication, namely file level and 

block level. The file level duplication means that, more than 

one file having the same file name whereas block level 

duplication means the files having the same content. 

 
Fig. 3.2: Validate the File 

D. Download & Distributing the File 

 If any subscriber wants to download or share their files with 

others, their account needs to be in activated status and that 

is done by publisher. Suppose if their account is in 

deactivated status, they can’t download the file they wanted.   

Only the authorized subscriber can download the files of 

other subscriber. For that, a secret key is generated 

depending upon the random file key is given. 

 
Fig. 3.3: Distribute the File 

IV. RESULTS 

In this project the users can upload the file and the cloud can 

identify the data at the file-level or block level duplication. 

Once the data is validated the data is stored in the cloud. 

Thus the unique data takes the storage allocation in the 

cloud. We can also distribute the data that is stored between 

two subscribers.  The download operation can be efficiently 

done by generation of the unique secret key to their 

respective email Id of the subscriber. 

S.No 

Number 

of 

Original 

Files 

No of 

Replicated 

Files 

Supervised 

Learning 

Algorithms 

Semi - 

Supervised 

Learning 

Algorithms 

Storage and Replication 

1. 

File 

Level -

52 

Block 

Level – 

29 

File Level 

- 8 

Block 

Level – 9 

File Level - 

8 

Block 

Level – 9 

File Level - 

8 

Block Level 

– 9 

2. Number of Users - 04 

3. Storage Space – 150 GB 

4. Platform – Google Cloud Platform 

Table 1: 

V. CONCLUSION 

Thus cloud computing is the way of accessing the physical 

hardware and software from anywhere as self-provisioning 

and on- demand. In the cloud, the file level and block level 

duplication is identified. The file level duplication implies 

that more than one files having the same file name. The 

block level duplication compares the content of the file that 

is to be uploaded with that it is already stored. As the future 

work, the number of files in the cloud is increased which 

leads to the increase in the number of users.  
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